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Abstract
We report on the mechanical properties of rhenium wires that range in diameter from 400 to 1000 nm under bending, using in situ
atomic force microscopy measurements inside a scanning electron microscope combined with ﬁnite-element simulations. Load–displacement curves are obtained from elastoplastic bending of nanowires. The average values of the bending modulus and yield stress of nanowires are found to be about 437 and 25 GPa, respectively. Computational simulations have been carried out to ﬁt a power-law strainhardening model to the experimental load–displacement curves. This allowed the true stress–strain curves to be reconstructed for simple
bending experiments.
Ó 2009 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Rhenium nanowires (RhNWs) are unique nanoscale
materials that exhibit high strength and interesting electric
properties. Their hexagonal atomic structures also give
them particular mechanical properties [1], which are diﬀerent from those of face-centered cubic structures such as Au
or Ag nanowires. These properties could make them ideal
for technological applications in electromechanical sensors,
ﬁeld emission devices, scanning probe microscopes and
interconnects [2–5]. Characterizing the mechanical properties of nanowires is therefore of great importance in view of
their future applications.
The mechanical properties of nanomaterials have long
been known to change with the amount of probed volume
at the micro/nanoscale [6–10]. The mechanisms that govern
small-scale plasticity in metals are generally related to dislocation storage, motion, pinning and nucleation over the
submillimeter to nanometer scale [11]. Unlike silicon or
*
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germanium nanowires [12], to the best of our knowledge,
the elastoplastic properties including the strain-hardening
behavior of RhNWs, have not yet been investigated. In
an earlier paper [13], the mechanical properties of a hexagonal crystal structure have been evaluated for the ﬁrst time
for monocrystalline RhNWs. Numerical and analytical
ﬁndings reported yield stress values of around 26 GPa for
RhNW, which represents almost 10% of the Young’s modulus value and 100 times higher than the yield stress
reported for its bulk counterpart. Discrepancies and errors
intrinsic to the experimental data clearly underlined the
importance of an advanced numerical model to measure
accurately the yield stress of RhNWs. The eﬀects of substrate, stiﬀness anisotropy and surface state properties of
the system were investigated, and it was shown that their
inﬂuence on the resulting mechanical properties cannot
be neglected.
The measurement on free-standing nanowires is always
challenging since the mechanical properties determined
by standard macroscale materials testing procedures
cannot easily be employed for nanomaterials. Several
methods have been reported for measuring the mechanical
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properties of nanowires, including resonance [9,14,15] and
cantilever bending [16,13] methods. In this article, we present an in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) method
combined with an inverse ﬁnite-element (FE) analysis to
determine the mechanical properties of free-standing
RhNWs under large strain. The bending modulus and the
ultimate stress are measured using a nanobending experiment. Experimental data is then analyzed using FE simulations to calculate the strain-hardening coeﬃcient. The
combination of experiment and theoretical simulation
yields a complete analytical elastoplastic model for the
analysis of the stress–strain behavior.
2. Nanobending experiments
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tip). The AFM cantilever exhibits a calibrated normal
spring constant K nc between 0.2 and 0:75 N m1 . The following equation gives the exact value of the transverse
force constant K t :
K tc ¼

3Ec I Ec wc t3c
¼
4l3c
l3c

ð1Þ

where the subscript c indicates the cantilever, Ec is the
bending modulus of the cantilever, and lc ; tc and wc are
its length, thickness and width, respectively. The bending
modulus of the cantilever is Etc ¼ 169 GPa in the longitudinal h1 1 0i direction [19]. The dimension of the AFM tip
and the cantilever is measured from high-resolution SEM
imaging. The calculated transverse spring constant is about
19:72 N m1 .

In our experiments, we use monocrystalline RhNWs,
which are synthesized by directional solidiﬁcation of an
eutectic NiAl–Rh alloy and subsequent selective etching
of the NiAl matrix [17]. To carry out the nanobending
experiment, a rectangular AFM cantilever ﬁxed at one
end on a nanomanipulation system was set up inside a
chamber of scanning electron microscope (SEM), as
reported in detail elsewhere [13]. The AFM tip has been
used to apply a lateral force on the wire tip to bend individual free-standing RhNWs embedded into NiAl substrate.
In order to avoid possible sliding between the AFM tip
and nanowires, a contamination deposit was realized. We
used a focused ion beam to decompose hydrocarbon molecules from the sample surface present in the SEM chamber at a pressure of 106 mbar to form this joint deposit
on the AFM tip.
Fig. 1 shows SEM images of a RhNW during bending
and after bending; diﬀerent stages of deformation are demonstrated. As noted in this ﬁgure, the displacement d is
obtained directly from the displacement of the RhNW
through image analysis during the bending test. The load
(lateral force) F is measured by combining the displacement
of the tip and the transverse spring constant K tc of the tip
(F ¼ K t dc , where dc is the displacement of the cantilever

In this study, the elastoplastic parameters of RhNWs
were obtained from the analysis of F –d (force–displacement) curves. One example is shown in Fig. 2. This curve
is typical for a material exhibiting elastoplastic behavior.
The initial linear slope corresponds to the elastic region.
A breakdown of the linear load–displacement slope corresponds to the initiation of plastic deformation observed by
in situ image analysis. Finally, strain localization on the
wire takes place, corresponding to changes in the area of
the cross-section. The mechanism of this is still not clear
and the observed transition from strain hardening to strain
softening does not always correspond to the observed
strain localization of nanowires as shown in Fig. 1c. In
the following, we analyze the F –d curves of each bent
nanowire to obtain the values of their bending modulus
E and yield stress ry .
In the elastic region, the bending modulus E of RhNWs
is calculated using the Euler–Bernoulli isotropic beam

Fig. 1. SEM image of RhNWs during a bending experiment. A real-time
movie of this nanomanipulation is available as Supplementary material
[18].

Fig. 2. Example of F –d curve obtained from the nanobending experiment
on a RhNW. The elastic and elastoplastic regions are separately labeled on
the curve.

3. Results
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theory, in which the relationship between the displacement,
the force and the bending modulus without friction can be
written as:
EI

d 4d
¼F
dy 4

ð2Þ

where I is the area moment of inertia of the wire with
I = x4/12 if we assume a square cross section [13], d is
the tip displacement. The lateral force F is applied in y
direction. From this diﬀerential equation, E can be calculated as follows:
E¼

FL3
3Id

ð3Þ

Error sources that are intrinsic to the dimension measurements used for solving Eq. (3) are estimated to be at
most 15% for the width w, the length L of the RhNW
and the measured displacement d (for details see Ref.
[13]). We consider also a maximum error of 5% for the
width wc , length lc and thickness tc of the AFM cantilever,
as its dimensions were characterized prior to bending
experiments using a high-resolution SEM. The relative
experimental error ðME=EÞ can be written as:
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By taking into account the imprecision in the measurement of the dimensions, the estimated maximum error in
the Young’s modulus is approximately 170%. However,
the errors from ﬁxation is diﬃcult to estimate since the substrate surface is not totally planar and the clamping depth
of the nanowire into the substrate is unknown.
We plot the measured bending moduli E in Fig. 3. A surprisingly good agreement has been achieved between our
average value 437 GPa and the theoretical one of Re in
the growth direction h2 0 2 3ið472  25 GPaÞ.
The F –d curves (e.g. Fig. 2) show the plastic deformation
of RhNWs during bending and several load drops. One possible explanation is the nucleation of dislocations that prop-

Fig. 4. ry values obtained from bending experiments for seven RhNWs as
a function of V ¼ Lw2 . The dashed line is a ﬁtted curve for visual guidance
only. The average value is about 25 GPa. The estimated maximum error in
the yield stress is about 60% [13].

agate across the nanowire and then partly exit the wire at the
other end. It is possible to evaluate yield stress ry values of
the RhNWs from these curves. Here, ry was calculated by
means of an inverse method using FE simulations [26]. In
the literature, there are many reported mechanical measurements of yield stress of micro- and nanostructures, though
with widely varying results. The main mechanisms in metals
are size-dependent dislocation storage, multiplication,
motion, pinning and nucleation [10,20].
We plot ry as a function of the wire volume V ¼ L  w2 in
Fig. 4. It seems that ry decreases with the size of wire. This
size dependence may be qualitatively comparable with that
found for gold nanowires [21,11] and Ni3 Al–Ta microstructures [10]. We can therefore conclude that the smaller the
wires get, the stronger they are. The average value of ry that
we obtain here is about 25:1 GPa, which is in agreement with
values recently reported in the literature [13]. Moreover, the
present experimental methods provide an eﬃcient means to
record F –d curves for mechanical events on nanowires.
4. Modeling
In order to build a constitutive law for the elastoplastic
behavior of RhNWs, we analyzed our experimental data
using an inverse method, which consists in ﬁtting mechanical properties parameters to sets of experimental results.
From classical theories of plasticity, we use the powerlaw work-hardening model [22], which is considered as a
fairly good approximation for metals. In this model, the
relationship between the true stress r and the true strain
 can be written as follows:
(
E if r 6 ry

n
ð5Þ
r¼
p
ry 1 þ E
if r > ry
ry

Fig. 3. Experimental bending modulus values obtained from F –d curves
for 10 RhNWs vs. aspect ratio L=w. Dashed line shows the average value
437 GPa. Error bars stand for maximum error estimation: 170%.

where n is the strain-hardening exponent, p is the plastic
strain and  is the total strain. The von Mises yield criterion
is assumed.
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of AFM bending experiments and numerical analysis.
The yield stresses of RhNWs are found to decrease with
increasing wire size. In our inverse analysis, numerical
simulations have been carried out to give a complete
description of the elastoplasticity of the nanowires. The
power-law strain-hardening model has been found to give
an accurate description of the elastoplastic behaviors of
RhNWs.
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